
Warm up: Check binary data table
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Learning goal: Apply the law of conservation when 

calculating the initial versus final energy of a system, 
accounting for potential differences through transformation.

L.o.U
4

Apply data 
to discover 
new means 
of energy 
efficiency

3
Apply LoCE
to calculate 

energy 
efficiency

2
Explain 

transfer of 
energy 

using LoCE

1
State the 

LoCE

Trait 1 = expression, 0 = no expression
Student 

n
Wearing 
shorts

Carrying 
backpack

At least one 
earbud

Wearing 
long sleeves

1
2

….

19
20



Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of matter 

supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the universe and 

everything in it. 

Learning scale:

Recommended Student’s self-evaluation: Complete at home or at the 

end of class, use the   4-3-2-1 Learning scale (two to three 

sentences).

Homework: none

1 2 3 4

Know the law of 
conservation of matter 

and the law of 
conservation of energy

Explain how the law of 
conservation of energy 
applies to transfer of 

energy between forms

Apply the law of 
conservation when 

calculating the initial 
versus final energy of a 
system, accounting for 
potential differences 

through transformation.

Apply data and further 
concepts of scientific 
research to discover 

news means to improve 
efficiency in energy 

conversions.
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Learning goal: Apply the law of conservation when 

calculating the initial versus final energy of a system, 
accounting for potential differences through transformation.
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3
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energy 
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1
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Complete data analysis: Copy tables and complete analysis

Learning goal: Apply the law of conservation when 

calculating the initial versus final energy of a system, 
accounting for potential differences through transformation.

L.o.U
4

Apply data 
to discover 
new means 
of energy 
efficiency

3
Apply LoCE
to calculate 

energy 
efficiency

2
Explain 

transfer of 
energy 

using LoCE

1
State the 

LoCE

4. Calculating totals: determine the total number of student that do 

and do not express a trait

Trait Expression

No 

Expression Total

Wearing shorts 20

Carrying backpack 20

At least one earbud 20

Wearning long sleeves 20
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Complete data analysis: Copy tables and complete analysis

Learning goal: Apply the law of conservation when 

calculating the initial versus final energy of a system, 
accounting for potential differences through transformation.

L.o.U
4

Apply data 
to discover 
new means 
of energy 
efficiency

3
Apply LoCE
to calculate 

energy 
efficiency

2
Explain 

transfer of 
energy 

using LoCE

1
State the 

LoCE

5. Probability: to determine probability divide the number of individuals 

expressing the trait by the total number of individuals observed (n)

Trait Probability of expressoin

Wearing shorts 0.00

Carrying backpack 0.00

At least one earbud 0.00

Wearning long sleeves 0.00
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Complete data analysis: Copy tables and complete analysis

Learning goal: Apply the law of conservation when 

calculating the initial versus final energy of a system, 
accounting for potential differences through transformation.

L.o.U
4

Apply data 
to discover 
new means 
of energy 
efficiency

3
Apply LoCE
to calculate 

energy 
efficiency

2
Explain 

transfer of 
energy 

using LoCE

1
State the 

LoCE

6. Making inferences about an entire population: to determine the 

number of individuals in the entire population (N) expected to express 

a given trait, multiply the probability of the trait’s expression by the 

number of individuals in the entire population

Trait

Probability of 

expressoin

PHS 

population

Expected number 

of expressions

Wearing shorts 3687

Carrying backpack 3687

At least one earbud 3687

Wearning long sleeves 3687
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Complete data analysis: Copy tables and complete analysis

Learning goal: Apply the law of conservation when 

calculating the initial versus final energy of a system, 
accounting for potential differences through transformation.

L.o.U
4

Apply data 
to discover 
new means 
of energy 
efficiency

3
Apply LoCE
to calculate 

energy 
efficiency

2
Explain 

transfer of 
energy 

using LoCE

1
State the 

LoCE

7. Probability of expression multiple traits: to determine the probability 

of expressing multiple traits multiple the probability of expressing the 

first trait by the probability of expressing the second trait.

Multiple traits Probability of expressing multiple traits

Shorts and Backpack 0

Shorts and Earbud 0

Shorts and Long Sleeves 0

Backpack and Earbud 0

Backpack and Long Sleeves 0

Earbud and Long Sleeves 0

Expression of all traits 0
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Complete data analysis: Types of data ecology lab

8. Independent, Dependent and Interdependent variables: can a 

strong inference be made that any of the variable expression 

combinations in the above data table are….

a. Independent and dependent variables (explain your answer)

b. Interdependent variables (explain your answer)

c. Unrelated variables (explain your answer)

9. Write a conclusion explaining the most likely trait a student on 

campus will express, the most unlikely trait to be expressed, the most 

likely combination of traits to be express and the most unlikely 

combination of traits to be expressed.

Learning goal: Apply the law of conservation when 

calculating the initial versus final energy of a system, 
accounting for potential differences through transformation.

L.o.U
4

Apply data 
to discover 
new means 
of energy 
efficiency

3
Apply LoCE
to calculate 

energy 
efficiency

2
Explain 

transfer of 
energy 

using LoCE

1
State the 

LoCE
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